
Biography

Hidden over almost 10 years of busking, at the bowels of the chaotic, violent  & ruthless: 
Mexico City, Edward Vox: Controversial Songwriter that at the age of 16 recorded 15 
heartbreaking songs by himself in the year of 2006 ,wich were never released until now in the 
Double 30-Track Album: "The Complete Recordings 2006-2016" ,that enviroment of poverty, 
drug dealers, street brawls, corrupt politicians and the non-functional parenting was the germ, 
the bad root of the upcoming rage of lyrical and musical path of Eduardo.

    Influenced by the rawness and provocative vulgarity of american weirdos like The Cramps, the
Stooges
or The Velvet Underground... but indeed especially captivated by the Bukowski´s & Kerouac´s 
Beat Poetry lyrically speaking, Edward continued Playing as a solo Artist, his local acts never 
reached the minimum attention of the media or the radio at least, promoted his own songs 
busking in the streets or at those internet music retailers ,certainly his youth garage band: The 
Funerals was ignored and banned of the local pubs and clubs for the chaotic and destructive live 
acts, the frustration of those years of wasting were channeled in Edward´s  EP Debut :"God 
Money Rules Your World"; (Released On July 2014) Reviewed by the "Q" Magazine as: " 
Filthy,Gritty & Louder, a thick mixture of  The Velvet Underground, Syd Barrett & Iggy Pop,a 
Refreshing Balm of Rock and Roll," The EP caugth the attention of the legendary frontman of  
Scars (The Cult 70's Band of Edinburgh): Robert King, whom proposed him travel to the United 
Kingdom to do some Gigs and after that recording some Songs at Lyon, France.

Self Exiled at the European Union, and constantly touring and recording around France, 
Germany and England, Edward Vox Found Shelter at Germany Completing the 30 Songs Double
Album: 2006-2016" at Valve Records, Germany" wich has been released independent in January
2016 .
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